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Dyson DC41 Animal Complete Upright Vacuum Cleaner - Fuchsia - Pink

The strongest suction at the cleaner head- cleaner head self-adjusts for optimal contact, even on hard floors.

Click the Image Directly ^^^Above^^^ for More Information, Current Pricing and Availability.You will not be charged until after you review and complete your

order.5 year parts & labor warranty when purchased from an authorized resellerRadial Root Cyclone technology- airflows remodeled to maximize suction power.The

strongest suction at the cleaner head- cleaner head self-adjusts for optimal contact, even on hard floors.Ball technology steers smoothly and turns on a

dimeLightweight and durable- engineered materials are selected for their strength and durability- less weight and bulk.DC41 Animal Complete is a Dyson Ball

upright vacuum cleaner for powerful all-around dirt and pet hair removal. The machine’s cleaner head has an active base plate, which self-adjusts automatically for

optimal contact with all floor types. On hard floors the base plate lowers to create an efficient seal, and the brush bar lifts clear off the floor to protect delicate

surfaces. On carpet the base plate rises and the brush bar lowers for optimum bristle penetration – removing ground-in dirt and pet hair from different depths of carpet

pile. And because the cleaner head adjusts automatically, there are no dials and you don’t need to bend down to make adjustments.Dyson cyclones capture more dirt

than any other cyclone. DC41 Animal has Radial Root Cyclone technology with remodeled airflows to maximize suction power. It also comes with a Mini turbine

head to clean pet hair and dirt from confined spaces, upholstery, stairs and the car. DC41 Animal also has patented Ball technology. It turns on the spot, which allows

you to manoeuvre more easily around obstacles and into awkward spaces. And because the motor and other key technologies are located in the ball, there are fewer

components on the outside of the machine. This makes it easier to steer closer to edges.Patented Dyson TechnologyDyson engineers are constantly testing and

inventing, trying to find new ways to make their technology work better. As they work, they file patent applications to protect their inventions from copycat

manufacturers. That’s why the only place you’ll find Dyson technology is inside a Dyson machine.Radial Root Cyclone Technology Ordinary vacuum cleaners rely

on bags and filters to trap dust and dirt. As you use them, the tiny holes in the bag and filter clog up with particles of dust. This restricts the flow of air, so the vacuum

cleaner loses suction. Dyson vacuum cleaners don’t rely on bags to trap dust and dirt. They use cyclone technology, which spins the air at incredibly high speeds. The

cyclones inside a Dyson vacuum cleaner generate centrifugal forces many thousands of times the force of gravity. Dust, dirt, and pet hair are flung out of the airflow

and straight into the bin. No loss of suction. Dyson has been continually refining cyclone vacuum technology since inventing it more than 20 years ago. DC41

Animal Complete has new Radial Root Cyclone technology. Reconfigured air channels and improved flow efficiency reduce turbulence and preserve air pressure, so

that the inner cyclones can extract more microscopic particles. These refinements help remove more dirt, dust, allergens, and pet hair from the airflow.Ball

Technology to Help You Steer with Ease Dyson Ball upright vacuum cleaners use patented Ball technology to overcome the steering limitations of fixed wheels.

They ride on a ball, which turns on a dime, so you can steer with ease, changing direction with just a turn of the wrist. The ball itself is made of glass-reinforced

polypropylene - the same material used in the manufacturing of car dashboards. It combines high impact strength with resistance to distortion. The ball also holds the

heaviest component, (the motor), positioned towards the base for a lower center of gravity and greater stability. Features Self-Adjusting Cleaner Head: DC41 Animal

Complete has an active base plate. It creates the optimum cleaner head contact for every floor type, reducing air leaks and retaining suction power on all floor types -

wood, carpet, vinyl, and tile.Tangle-Free Turbine Tool: Pet hair can gather in awkward spaces and get stuck on upholstery. The Tangle-Free Turbine Tool has

counter-rotating heads with integrated brushes for removing pet hair and dirt. Because there’s no brush bar for hair to wrap around, more hair is released straight into

the bin. It’s the only turbine tool that doesn’t tangle.Instant Release High-Reach Wand: DC41 Animal Complete has an instant release, long-reach wand for cleaning

stairs and hard-to-reach places - it stretches up to 5 times in length. There are no separate parts to assemble.Extra Tools: DC41 Animal Complete comes with a tool

bag containing a Stiff Bristle Brush, Soft Dusting Brush, Multi-Angle Brush, and Zorb powder. There’s also a Combination Tool and a Stair Tool. The Combination

Tool has a debris nozzle that converts to a brush tool for dusting. The Stair Tool removes dirt and dust from corners and against the vertical edges of stairs.Captures

Allergens, Expels Cleaner Air: Dyson cyclones capture microscopic particles down to 0.5 microns in size, including pollen, mold, and bacteria.Clear Bin Lets You

See When It Needs Emptying: The bin on a Dyson vacuum cleaner is transparent so you can see when it needs emptying - and just how much dust, dirt and pet hair

your new Dyson machine has picked up.No Extra Costs: Other vacuum cleaners are still designed to need replacement bags and filters - and the cost soon adds up.

Dyson vacuum cleaners don’t have bags and have washable filters, so there are no extra costs to worry about.5-Year Warranty: Your Dyson vacuum cleaner is likely

to take a few bumps and bruises during everyday use - but that’s nothing compared to what Dyson puts its machines through during testing and development. All

Dyson vacuum cleaners undergo a lengthy and rigorous testing program. That’s why DC41 Animal Complete comes with a 5-year warranty, parts and labor.  The

wand of the DC41 Animal Complete stretches up to 5 times in length. Radial Root Cyclone Technology The bin of the DC41 Animal Complete empties with the

push of a button. 
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